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Figure 1: Inspired by previous techniques using other filterable shadow maps we transfer moment shadow mapping to three new applications.
The combination with prefiltered single scattering produces realistic crepuscular rays, the combination with percentage-closer soft shadows
leads to plausible soft shadows and extending moment shadow maps to translucent occluders is accomplished by rendering to a four moment
shadow map with alpha blending. All three techniques provide an excellent run time. Timings are for full scene rendering at 1920 · 1080.

Abstract

Building upon previous works, we transfer the recently proposed
moment shadow mapping to three new applications. Like variance
shadow maps and convolution shadow maps, moment shadow maps
can be filtered directly. Classically, this is used to filter hard shad-
ows but previous works explore other applications. Prefiltered sin-
gle scattering uses convolution shadow maps to render single scat-
tering in homogenous participating media, variance soft shadow
mapping uses variance shadow maps for approximate soft shad-
ows and Fourier opacity mapping uses convolution shadow maps
for translucent occluders. We combine these three techniques with
moment shadow mapping to arrive at better heuristics with less
computational overhead.

Keywords: Moment shadow mapping, single scattering, soft shad-
ows, translucent occluders, filterable shadow maps, participating
media, real-time rendering

Concepts: •Computing methodologies→ Rasterization; Image-
based rendering;

1 Introduction

The plausible rendition of shadows is one of the oldest and most ex-
tensively studied problems in rendering. Considering their impact
on the perception of geometric relations and overall realism, this is
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unsurprising. The problem also comes in manifold variants. In the
most classic setting hard shadows of opaque occluders on surfaces
are considered. However, scattering effects can make it necessary
to integrate the results of shadowing computations along view rays,
for area lights the shadows become soft and translucent occluders
lead to partial shadow.

Most state-of-the-art techniques for rendering these effects rely on
shadow mapping [Williams 1978]. Since shadow maps use an
image-based representation of occluding geometry, aliasing is an
issue but filtering of a common shadow map can only work with
brute force [Reeves et al. 1987]. Alternatively, shadow maps can
be made filterable by storing additional information in additional
channels [Donnelly and Lauritzen 2006; Annen et al. 2007; Salvi
2008; Annen et al. 2008b; Lauritzen 2008; Peters and Klein 2015].

Being able to filter a shadow map directly means that all kinds of
integrals can be precomputed. This has applications beyond the
realm of hard shadows. Single scattering results can be precom-
puted [Klehm et al. 2014a], rendering of approximate soft shadows
can be accelerated [Annen et al. 2008a; Yang et al. 2010; Shen
et al. 2013] and translucent occluders can be rendered to shadow
maps easily [Jansen and Bavoil 2010]. All these techniques avoid
excessive sampling of shadow maps thus providing a reduced cost
per shaded fragment.

Moment shadow maps are a more recently proposed kind of filter-
able shadow maps [Peters and Klein 2015]. Storing four scalars per
texel (moments to be precise), they provide a high-quality heuris-
tic with some unique traits. So far this has only been applied for
filtering hard shadows. In the present paper we explore new appli-
cations. We combine moment shadow maps with prefiltered single
scattering [Klehm et al. 2014a], use them for soft shadows in the
spirit of variance soft shadow mapping [Yang et al. 2010] and take
inspiration from Fourier opacity mapping [Jansen and Bavoil 2010]
to demonstrate their use for shadows of translucent occluders.

Single scattering in homogenous participating media is discussed in
Section 2. Exchanging the convolution shadow maps [Annen et al.
2007] used in the original prefiltered single scattering with moment
shadow maps is straightforward and immediately yields convinc-
ing results. We further improve the quality by using six moments
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stored with 10 bits per moment. Besides we introduce a method to
use filtered samples from a moment shadow map during resampling
to diminish aliasing artifacts due to the rectification. The result is
convincing single scattering with little aliasing and a predictable
and short run time. Bandwidth requirements of the original tech-
nique are reduced heavily and ringing artifacts are eliminated.

Our soft shadow method, based on the framework of percentage-
closer soft shadows [Fernando 2005], is introduced in Section 3.
Like variance soft shadow mapping [Yang et al. 2010] it uses a
summed-area table [Crow 1984] storing four moments in four 32-
bit integers. Our heuristic blocker search robustly determines the
average depth of occluding geometry from a single query to the
summed-area table. The filter size is adapted accordingly and an-
other query to the summed-area table provides the information for
filtering. No further texture loads are needed.

Finally, we transfer the idea of Fourier opacity mapping [Jansen
and Bavoil 2010] to moment shadow maps in Section 4. Rendering
shadows for translucent occluders is as simple as rendering to the
moment shadow map with alpha blending. Our evaluation shows
that this technique increases the risk of light leaking but provides
an excellent solution for scenes with few translucent occluders at
almost no additional cost.

All proposed techniques work together naturally requiring nothing
more than a single moment shadow map as input. The techniques
are designed to be easy to implement and give robust results without
complicated treatment of special cases.

1.1 Related Work

Before discussing the three major applications of this paper, we
discuss related work relevant for all of them. Related work that is
specific to the individual applications will be discussed in Sections
2.1, 3.1 and 4.1. For now we focus on shadow mapping basics and
the various kinds of filterable shadow maps.

The major approaches for rendering shadows in real time are
shadow mapping [Williams 1978] and shadow volumes [Crow
1977]. In recent years there has been a clear trend to shadow map-
ping because it scales better with scene complexity. A shadow map
is an image rendered from the point of view of a light source stor-
ing depth values. Comparing the stored depth values to the depth
of fragments allows for an efficient shadow test.

To avoid aliasing the sampling of the scene in the shadow map
should closely resemble the sampling on screen and various tech-
niques help to accomplish this [Martin and Tan 2004; Zhang et al.
2006; Lauritzen et al. 2011]. Still filtering is needed to get accept-
able results. Since direct filtering of shadow maps would be mean-
ingless, percentage-closer filtering [Reeves et al. 1987] instead sam-
ples the shadow map, turns each sample into a shadow intensity and
filters these. This works well but requires many samples. Besides
aliasing due to initial sampling of the shadow map remains.

Variance shadow mapping [Donnelly and Lauritzen 2006] takes a
different approach by storing more information. A variance shadow
map has two channels storing depth and depth squared. Filtered
samples from such a shadow map provide two moments of the dis-
tribution of depth values within the filter region which can be used
to evaluate a lower bound to the shadow intensity.

The idea of making shadow maps filterable has inspired further re-
search. Convolution shadow maps [Annen et al. 2007] expand the
shadow test function into a Fourier basis. This can yield an arbitrar-
ily good approximation at the cost of high memory and bandwidth
requirements. Exponential shadow maps [Salvi 2008; Annen et al.
2008b] approximate the shadow test function by an exponential that

Figure 2: Left: The shadow intensity as function of depth as recon-
structed by percentage closer filtering. Right: The sharp lower and
upper bounds produced by four moment shadow mapping among
with one distribution realizing these bounds at zf , z2 and z3.

is scaled to be very steep. Exponential variance shadow maps [Lau-
ritzen 2008] store two moments of two exponentially warped depth
values and apply variance shadow mapping for both.

All these techniques store a compressed representation of the dis-
tribution of depth values within the filter region or equivalently of
the filtered shadow test function. More generally, any monotonous
function can be stored. Interpreted at this general level different
methods become interchangeable, not only in the context of filtered
hard shadows but also in other applications.

1.2 Moment Shadow Mapping

Since we are concerned with the transfer of moment shadow map-
ping [Peters and Klein 2015] to new applications, we now describe
its inner workings to the extent necessary. Similar to variance
shadow mapping, moment shadow mapping stores the depth, depth
squared, depth cubed and depth to the power of four in a four chan-
nel texture. Filtered samples from this texture provide four mo-
ments of the distribution of depth values within the filter region.
These four moments are used to compute a sharp lower bound to
the shadow intensity which is then used as an approximation. Thus,
the resulting shadow is never darker than it should be and given
only the four moments a better bound cannot be obtained.

The algorithm for evaluating this bound at a depth zf ∈ [0, 1] in-
ternally constructs a distribution of depth values that realizes the
bound as shown in Figure 2. In the case of four moments it takes the
form

∑3
i=1 wi · δzi where δzi denotes a Dirac-δ distribution at zi,

z1 := zf , z2, z3 ∈ R andw1, w2, w3 > 0 with
∑3

i=1 wi = 1. The
corresponding cumulative distribution function is simply a piece-
wise constant function with three steps at z1, z2, z3. By construc-
tion it matches the moments b1, b2, b3, b4 ∈ R in the sense that

∀j ∈ {1, . . . , 4} : bj =

3∑
i=1

wi · zji . (1)

Among all such distributions its cumulative distribution function is
known to be minimal just before each of the steps. Since the true
distribution of depth values also matches the moments, the desired
lower bound for the shadow intensity is given by

∑3
i=2, zi<zf

wi.

An optimized affine transform helps to store the moments in four
16-bit integers albeit quantization errors require an increased bias-
ing that strengthens light leaking. In absence of precision errors
moment shadow mapping can obtain a perfect reconstruction if the
filter region contains only two surfaces at constant depth. In the
context of filtered hard shadows this approximates most relevant
cases well. The authors also formulate moment shadow mapping
for any even number of moments (variance shadow maps arise as
special case) but do not apply this to hard shadows.



2 Single Scattering

In rendering it is common to assume that all relevant light interac-
tions happen at surfaces. This neglects volumetric scattering oc-
curring in participating media such as smoke, dusty air, moist air
and so forth. Light can be reflected towards the camera in midair.
When this effect is coupled with proper computation of shadows it
provides great artistic value. Holes in geometry lead to shafts of
light known as crepuscular rays. These are perceived as aesthetic
and provide a great tool to direct attention of the viewer.

Unsurprisingly the creative industry likes to use this effect but it
still comes at a high cost. Scattering can occur anywhere within
a volume. At the same time the visibility of the light source can
change arbitrarily along a view ray. This visibility term makes the
integration expensive. One way to evaluate it is based on classic
shadow mapping coupled with ray marching but this leads to many
shadow map reads with poor cache coherence.

Prefiltered single scattering [Klehm et al. 2014a] accelerates this
procedure by precomputing the relevant integrals into a convolu-
tion shadow map. In the following we improve upon this idea by
using moment shadow maps with four (Section 2.4) or six moments
(Section 2.5). Besides we demonstrate how to apply filtering during
the necessary resampling step (Section 2.3).

2.1 Related Work

Just like surfaces participating media exhibits global illumination
effects known as multiple scattering. In real-time rendering these
are commonly ignored to accommodate tight frame-time budgets.
What remains is single scattering; light coming directly from a light
source is scattered into the view ray. We focus on this effect.

Early works for rendering single scattering rely on shadow vol-
umes [Max 1986] but more recent works employ shadow mapping.
Dobashi et al. [2002] render translucent planes with shadow map-
ping. This is equivalent to ray marching and on modern hardware
more efficient implementations use programmable shaders with in-
terleaved sampling [Tóth and Umenhoffer 2009]. For acceleration
it has been proposed to use shadow volumes to identify regions con-
taining shadows and to render single scattering at a lower resolution
followed by bilateral upscaling [Wyman and Ramsey 2008].

Engelhardt et al. [2010] apply more drastic subsampling in screen
space placing samples intelligently along few epipolar lines through
the light source. Voxelized shadow volumes [Wyman 2011] pro-
vide a more cache-friendly way to store shadow information for
scattering. The results of 128 shadow tests along a view ray can be
queried at once. With proper parallelization this can be extended to
area lights [Wyman and Dai 2013].

Baran et al. [2010] exploit the simplicity of the shadow test function
to perform ray marching at amortized logarithmic time. Building
upon this work Chen et al. [2011] propose use of a 1D min-max-
mipmap to traverse ray segments that are fully lit or fully shadowed
in a single step. Both techniques use epipolar coordinates and the
latter technique is easily mapped to graphics hardware.

Prefiltered single scattering [Klehm et al. 2014a; Klehm et al.
2014b] introduces the concept of filterable shadow maps to sin-
gle scattering. The authors generate a convolution shadow map
in a rectified coordinate system where rows correspond to epipo-
lar planes containing the camera position while being parallel to
the directional light. Computing weighted prefix sums along rows
effectively precomputes the result of single scattering for the whole
epipolar slice at once. While this method works fast independent
of scene complexity, the Fourier series used in convolution shadow
maps introduces ringing and memory requirements are high.
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Figure 3: Left: The definition of the rectified coordinates r, θ, ϕ.
Right: A resampled moment shadow map using rectified coordi-
nates with appropriate bounds. The checkerboard serves to visual-
ize the alpha channel.

2.2 Prefiltered Single Scattering

Our work is an extension of prefiltered single scattering and in the
following we provide enough details on this technique to make our
discussion self-contained. Still we recommend that a reader inter-
ested in implementing our method additionally refers to the more
detailed discussion by Klehm et al. [2014b].

Besides the restriction to single scattering prefiltered single scatter-
ing makes a few additional simplifying assumptions that we inherit.
The participating media has to be homogenous, i.e. its physical
properties must be the same everywhere. Namely, these properties
are the extinction coefficient σt defining transmittance, the phase
function f(ωl, ωp) which is the volumetric pendant of a BRDF and
the scattering albedo ρ. We also assume homogenous lighting from
a single directional light with direction ωl and maximal irradiance
El. Multiple directional lights can be handled by superposition.

Now consider a surface element at distance s from the camera with
outgoing radiance Ls towards the camera. The camera lies in direc-
tion ωp at position p. Let V (q) be a visibility function for the light
source mapping a position in 3D-space to one if it is lit and to zero
if it is shadowed. Then the radiance received at the camera is

exp(−σt ·s)·Ls+f(ωl, ωp)·El ·
∫ s

0

exp(−σt ·t)·V (p−t·ωp)dt.

The first summand is simply the radiance from the surface that re-
mains after absorption and out-scattering. The second summand
models single scattering. At each lit segment along the view ray
a differential radiance of f(ωl, ωp) · El is added but only the part
exp(−σt · t) of it is transmitted to the camera.

The cost of computing single scattering lies in the integration which
includes the visibility term. When we view it as one-dimensional
function along a light ray the visibility function is a simple Heav-
iside step function. It is one up to the first occluder and then it is
zero. The filterable shadow maps described in Section 1.1 provide
means to store such functions in a way that enables the application
of filters. We use this to turn integration of single scattering into an
integration over rows of a shadow map.

For this to work the parametrization of the shadow map has to meet
two requirements. View rays have to map to rows in the shadow
map and the depth of view rays within the shadow map has to be
constant. In most cases such a parametrization can be constructed
as simple perspective transform [Klehm et al. 2014a]. We have im-
plemented this linear rectification but for reasons given in Section
2.3 we opted for the other proposed solution; a non-linear rectifica-
tion transform applied by means of resampling [Baran et al. 2010].



To convert coordinates from world space to rectified coordinates
we first convert to light view space and move the origin of the co-
ordinate system into the camera location. In this space the light
direction corresponds to the z-axis and the other axes are chosen
arbitrarily but orthogonal as shown in Figure 3. Then u-coordinates
in the shadow map correspond to the distance to the origin after pro-
jecting to the x-y-plane, r. This coincides with the distance of the
light ray to the camera. For the other two coordinates we convert
to spherical coordinates. The v-coordinate in the shadow map cor-
responds to the azimuth ϕ ∈ [0, 2 · π]. Depth stored in the shadow
map corresponds to the flipped inclination π − θ ∈ [0, π] which is
the angle to the negative light direction.

Since ϕ and θ are independent of the distance to the camera, view
rays map to shadow map rows and have constant depth as required.
At the same time the parametrization is valid for a shadow map be-
cause each light ray has constant r and ϕ and thus maps to a single
texel. In terms of epipolar geometry ϕ indexes epipolar slices con-
taining the light direction and going through the camera. Single
scattering computations for different epipolar slices are indepen-
dent. Bounds for r, ϕ and θ are computed such that the entire view
frustum is covered. Along the dimension of θ we add a guard band
to avoid unnecessary leaking artifacts.

We generate a filterable shadow map b(u, v) in this coordinate sys-
tem and index it with integer texel indices u, v. Each texel stores a
representation of the visibility function (e.g. moments) and filtering
a row corresponds to filtering along all view rays in the correspond-
ing epipolar slice. To precompute the relevant integrals we need to
know the world-space distance ∆(v) between successive view ray
samples per slice. Since this quantity depends upon the inclination
θ, a heuristic is required. Sophisticated heuristics have been pro-
posed [Klehm et al. 2014b] but we simply compute the distance for
the arithmetic mean of the minimal and maximal values of θ. Then
transmittance weighted prefix sums are computed as

b(u, v) :=

∑u
i=1 wi,v · b(i, v)∑u

i=1 wi,v
,

wu,v :=

[
− 1

σt
· exp(−σt · t)

](u+ 1
2 )·∆(v)

(u− 1
2 )·∆(v)

.

To compute the scattering for a view ray ending at some location
q ∈ R3 we sample the prefiltered shadow map b at the appropriate
location, reconstruct a shadow intensity between zero and one as
one would do for filtered hard shadows, subtract it from one to get
visibility and then multiply by the maximal possible scattering

f(ωl, ωp) · El ·
[
− 1

σt
· exp(−σt · t)

]‖q−p‖2

0

.

This procedure only requires a single lookup in the prefiltered
shadow map per pixel on screen. Thus, the run time of the tech-
nique is independent of the scene complexity.

2.3 Rectification of Moment Shadow Maps

The linear rectification proposed by Klehm et al. tends to allocate
major parts of the shadow map for geometry near the camera while
farther geometry is compressed [Klehm et al. 2014a]. This can be
alleviated by moving away the near clipping plane or by using split
shadow maps but neither solution is quite satisfactory. Besides non-
linear rectification still has to be implemented for the case where an
epipole is near the field of view.

On the other hand, the non-linear rectification described above re-
quires resampling of shadow maps to be implemented efficiently.

Algorithm 1 Input: Moments b1, b2, b3 ∈ R.
Output: Depth values z2, z3 ∈ R and weights w2, w3 > 0 such
that bj = w2 · zj2 + w3 · zj3 for all j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
• c2 := b2 − b21, c1 := b1 · b2 − b3, c0 := −b1 · c1 − b2 · c2.
• Solve c2 · z2 + c1 · z + c0 = 0 to get solutions z2, z3 ∈ R.
• w3 := b1−z2

z3−z2
, w2 := 1− w3.

• Return z2, z3 and w2, w3.

Since common shadow maps cannot be filtered during resampling,
this introduces considerable aliasing artifacts. Straight silhouettes
exhibit staircase artifacts that lead to visible stripes in the crepuscu-
lar rays. These stripes are not stable with regard to movements or
rotations of the camera which makes them quite noticeable.

Ideally the shadow map could be filtered during resampling. We
have accomplished this using moment shadow maps. Instead of
taking a sample without filtering from a common shadow map we
take a filtered sample from a moment shadow map. We then turn the
obtained moments back into a distribution of depth values because
we need to distort depth in a non-linear fashion. It is adequate to
expect simple distributions because we are working with small filter
kernels. In most relevant cases the sample will not cover more than
two different surfaces.

In Section 1.2 we explained how to reconstruct a distribution with
three depth values z1, z2, z3 from four moments where z1 = zf is
prescribed. This leaves us with the question how to choose z1. To
avoid an arbitrary choice and to obtain a more efficient solution we
let z1 go to infinity. As this happensw1 approaches zero and we can
discard the depth value z1. The remaining distributionw2·δz2+w3·
δz3 is still compatible with the first three moments. Only the fourth
moment no longer matches. Under the assumption of two different
surfaces at constant depth we can be certain that the reconstruction
is adequate. Otherwise it provides a reasonable approximation that
is certainly better than a single shadow map sample.

Algorithm 1 computes the distribution described above. Its deriva-
tion is non-trivial and we provide it in the supplementary material
among with an HLSL implementation. Note that the algorithm fails
if the variance σ2 = c2 is not positive. This case is adequately han-
dled by returning z2 = z3 = b1, w2 = 1 and w3 = 0.

Once we have obtained the distribution we convert z2 and z3 to in-
clinations θ2, θ3 as described in Section 2.2 and normalize to the
interval [0, 1] clamping out-of-range values. Then we convert both
values to moments and linearly combine the two resulting vectors
of moments using the weights w2 and w3. This vector is what we
store in b(u, v). At this point we can also generate more than four
moments. Note that this whole procedure does not require an addi-
tional pass. The vectors can be generated on the fly during genera-
tion of the prefix sums.

Using this scheme is entirely optional. It does make the implemen-
tation a bit more involved and increases bandwidth requirements
but also greatly enhances the visual stability of the results.

2.4 Prefiltered Single Scattering with Four Moments

Exchanging convolution shadow maps for moment shadow maps in
prefiltered single scattering is straightforward. Instead of storing
values of the Fourier basis in the shadow map, we store four mo-
ments. As usual it is best to apply an optimized affine transform
before storage to be more robust with regard to quantization errors
[Peters and Klein 2015]. When it comes to the computation of the
shadow intensity during evaluation of single scattering we can pro-
ceed as for hard shadows (see Section 1.2).



However, some assumptions made for hard shadows are inadequate
for single scattering. For hard shadows we always underestimate
the shadow intensity to avoid surface acne. For single scattering this
is not necessary. We care more about small approximation error.
Our solution is to take a weighted combination of a sharp lower
bound and a sharp upper bound. This only incurs a small additional
cost. If we have represented the moments as in Equation (1), the
sharp upper bound is simply given by w1 +

∑3
i=2, zi<zf

wi, i.e.
the lower bound and the upper bound only differ by w1 (Figure 2).

To get the desired weighted combination we fix a weighting fac-
tor β ∈ [0, 1] and compute β · w1 +

∑3
i=2, zi<zf

wi. For β = 0

this yields the lower bound, i.e. single scattering is too bright. For
β = 1 it yields the upper bound and single scattering is too dark.
Intermediate values blend linearly. This is an intuitive parameter
that may be exposed to artists to control the effect of approximation
errors. For example large values seem preferable for indoor envi-
ronments to avoid light leaking through walls. In our experiments
we always use β = 0.5 to achieve a minimal worst-case error.

2.5 Prefiltered Single Scattering with Six Moments

Moment shadow mapping with four moments is a particularly good
match for hard shadows because as long as filter kernels only con-
tain two surfaces, the reconstruction can be nearly perfect. For
single scattering our kernels correspond to epipolar planes stretch-
ing through the whole scene. Thus the case of two surfaces within
the kernel is rarely present. Depth distributions generally exhibit a
greater complexity and it is unrealistic to expect an adequate recon-
struction from four moments in all cases.

Therefore we propose to use six moments. While the original al-
gorithm is formulated for any even number of moments [Peters and
Klein 2015], this has never been tried in a graphics context and the
implementation is challenging due to numerical issues. Here we
briefly outline our solutions and provide all more technical details
and HLSL implementations in the supplementary material.

To avoid loss of information during quantization we optimize an
affine transform as described by Peters and Klein [2015]. For six
moments the found transform increases entropy per texel by 30.5
bits. This is almost certainly not the global maximum but consid-
erable computational resources were invested to get close. The al-
gorithm requires solution of a symmetric and positive semi-definite
4× 4 system of linear equations. As for four moments a Cholesky
decomposition solves this robustly and efficiently. To solve the re-
sulting cubic equation we use a closed-form solution followed by
one iteration of Newton’s method to counteract instabilities.

This gives us the depth values z2, z3, z4 for the distribution. For
stability reasons we avoid computing the corresponding weights
w2, w3, w4 explicitly. Instead we immediately compute the rele-
vant sum of weights by constructing a Newton polynomial. This is
stable and works in quadratic time.

The resulting algorithm still requires considerable biasing (α =
4 · 10−3). While this would be a serious problem for hard shadows,
it does not prevent us from using the algorithm for single scattering.

2.6 Results and Discussion

Our implementation uses Direct3D 11 and applies all discussed
single scattering techniques during a deferred rendering pass with
the depth buffer as input. Our method should be fast enough to
be applied during forward rendering to avoid problems with trans-
parencies and multisampling but we have not tested this. Through-
out the paper all our timings refer to an nVidia GeForce GTX 980

(a) 32 ray samples, 1.48 ms (b) Convolution, 32 coefficients, 2.9 ms

(c) Four moments, 1.36 ms (d) Six moments with filtering, 2.22 ms

Figure 4: A comparison of various single scattering techniques.
Frame times are for full scene rendering. Note the ringing pro-
duced by convolution shadow maps and the window that appears
brighter than the surrounding wall (magnified). Contrasts in mag-
nified insets have been stretched by a factor of four.

graphics card and unless specified otherwise the output resolution
is 1920 · 1080 and all shadow maps have resolution 10242.

For comparison we have implemented ray marching with equidis-
tant, jittered samples and prefiltered single scattering using convo-
lution shadow maps with 32 real coefficients. We generate pre-
fix sums in a compute shader using one thread per row as recom-
mended by Klehm et al. [Klehm et al. 2014b]. For common shadow
maps we use 16-bit textures and for convolution shadow maps we
use 8 bits per channel. For moment shadow mapping we found that
the artifacts introduced by stronger biasing are much less objection-
able compared to hard shadows. Since biasing helps to compensate
quantization artifacts we evaluate using 16 bits per channel for four
moments and 10 bits per channel for six moments (splitting the six
moments onto two textures with three channels). Using 16 bits per
channel for six moments did not offer a significant advantage.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of these techniques. The scene mostly
consists of occluders with a large area thus providing a simple case
for ray marching. Therefore, 32 ray samples already produce ac-
ceptable results with moderate noise (Fig. 4a). Techniques based on
prefiltered single scattering do not produce noise but more system-
atic errors. Prefiltered single scattering with convolution shadow
maps (Fig. 4b) produces strong ringing due to the truncation of the
Fourier series. An artifact that is shared by all techniques with
prefiltering is magnified (Figs. 4b, 4c, 4d). A window allows a
view onto the interior of the building, which is entirely shadowed.
Thus, there should be no additional single scattering but approxima-
tion errors let the window appear brighter anyway. If the shadow
map is resampled without filtering, erroneous fine structures ap-
pear (Figs. 4b, 4c) which are reduced heavily by filtering (Fig. 4d).
Note that Figures 4a, 4b and 4c exhibit some surface acne from
percentage-closer filtering which is not present in Figure 4d because
the available moment shadow map is used for shadowing.

Figure 5 shows a more challenging test case where all techniques
exhibit some characteristic artifacts. In spite of the increased num-
ber of samples ray marching still produces strong noise (Fig. 5a).
Ringing in prefiltered single scattering with convolution shadow
maps makes parts of crepuscular rays disappear entirely (Fig. 5b).
A characteristic artifact of prefiltered single scattering with mo-



(a) 128 ray samples, 2.44 ms (b) Convolution, 32 coefficients, 2.82 ms

(c) Four moments, 0.84 ms (d) Six moments, 1.17 ms

Figure 5: A challenging scenario where all shown techniques ex-
hibit typical artifacts. The scene is not shaded but frame times still
refer to full scene rendering. The magnifiers to the left show ray
marching results. Magnifiers stretch contrasts by a factor of four.

(a) Six moments, 1.99 ms (b) Six moments with filtering, 2.44 ms

Figure 6: An example of the positive effect of filtering during re-
sampling. Aliasing is reduced heavily.

ment shadow maps are excessively sharp boundaries of shadow vol-
umes (Fig. 5c). This occurs because the approximation quality can
change quickly as distributions of depth values become more com-
plex. Using six moments reduces this artifact heavily (Fig. 5d).

Figure 6 demonstrates the positive effect of filtering in an extreme
case. Without filtering during resampling crepuscular rays exhibit
fine structures which change rapidly as the camera moves or rotates
(Fig. 6a). Especially for slowly moving cameras this aliasing can
be a very distracting artifact (see supplementary video). Applying
trilinear filtering to a moment shadow map during resampling (Sec-
tion 2.3) makes the shadows lose some detail and comes at a cost
but aliasing is reduced to a point where it is unproblematic.

Figure 7 demonstrates a case where approximation errors can be
problematic. As a dragon enters the view, the single scattering is
not only attenuated below but also above it. Especially for mov-
ing objects this can be quite noticeable. However this artifact is
not associated with particular locations in the scene but rather with
particular view rays. If the moving object were seen in a close up
the artifact would likely be much weaker because the distribution
of depth values along the view ray would be less complex.

It should also be noted that we inherit some artifacts and limitations
from prefiltered single scattering. Most importantly, strong leaking
occurs at the epipole because independent of depth it corresponds
to θ = 0 [Klehm et al. 2014b]. Thus, the light is visible as a bright
dot through walls (see supplementary video). Near the epipole light
leaking is generally stronger than elsewhere. Warping may help to

Figure 7: A scene rendered using prefiltered single scattering with
six moments. As a dragon enters, crepuscular rays are not only
darkened below but also above it. Contrasts in magnified insets
have been stretched by a factor of four.

Figure 8: The contribution to the frame time due to single scat-
tering techniques as function of shadow map resolution and output
resolution. Note that shadow map generation is not included in
these timings because the same (moment) shadow map is used for
single scattering and for rendering of shadows.

reduce this [Lauritzen 2008] but we have not tried this. Besides
there are the limitations mentioned in Section 2.2, i.e. homogenous
media, directional lights only and no multiple scattering.

Figure 8 provides a systematic analysis of the run time of the var-
ious techniques. These timings exclude the cost for scene render-
ing and generation of the shadow map. Thus they are almost en-
tirely scene independent. Overall techniques with prefiltering have
a higher cost per texel of the shadow map whereas ray marching
has a high cost per pixel on screen. Prefiltered single scattering
with six moments offers high-quality results and using a shadow
map with resolution 10242 at output resolution 1920 · 1080 it takes
0.71 ms. This should make it highly attractive for applications with
tight frame time budgets such as games. Using four moments the
technique is even faster but in this case single scattering should only
be used as subtle effect due to stronger artifacts.

Prefiltered single scattering with convolution shadow maps using 32
coefficients is substantially more expensive than our novel variants.
This is largely due to bandwidth requirements. Storing 32 coeffi-
cients takes 256 bits per texel whereas our techniques only take 64
bits per texel. For low output resolutions and scenes with low com-
plexity ray marching with 32 samples can perform similarly well
but it makes it hard to avoid objectionable noise everywhere.

Filtering increases the cost for generating the prefiltered moment
shadow map significantly. For a 10242 shadow map and an output
resolution of 1920 · 1080 the total cost goes up from 0.71 ms to
1.1 ms. Thus, it is not necessarily the most attractive option but
in many scenes the quality improvement is substantial as demon-
strated in Figure 6 and in the supplementary video.



In conclusion the combination of prefiltered single scattering with
moment shadow maps appears to provide an attractive solution for
many interactive applications. The run time is short compared to
previous techniques and the produced artifacts are perceptionally
unproblematic in most cases. Compared to convolution shadow
maps ringing is eliminated entirely and the technique is acceler-
ated. The variant with six moments and without filtering provides
an excellent trade-off between quality and run time. Filtering pro-
vides a substantial quality improvement but comes at a cost. Four
moments should only be used for subtle scattering.

3 Soft Shadows

Hard shadows assume an infinitesimally small light source that is
occluded either entirely or not at all. Obviously, this is an unrealis-
tic assumption. Natural light sources always have some extent and
correspondingly cast soft shadows with smooth penumbra regions
where the light is partially occluded. Filtered hard shadows can
have a similar look but lack important characteristics. Most notably
they remain soft near the occluder.

The currently most practical approximation to soft shadows in
performance-sensitive real-time applications is to filter hard shad-
ows with a filter size that depends linearly upon the distance be-
tween occluder and receiver [Fernando 2005]. This yields convinc-
ing results at the cost of excessive sampling of the shadow map.

In the following we demonstrate how to implement such an approx-
imation using moment shadow maps. The technique is largely ana-
log to variance soft shadow mapping [Yang et al. 2010] but behaves
much more robustly thanks to the additional information in the mo-
ment shadow map. Our technique is the first to provide robust ap-
proximate soft shadows using only two queries to a four-channel
summed-area table.

3.1 Related Work

Various techniques attempt to compute physically based shadows
from shadow maps. Backprojection takes a single shadow map as
discrete geometry representation and estimates the occluded area on
the light source [Guennebaud et al. 2006]. Stochastic soft shadow
mapping transfers depth of field techniques using filterable shadow
maps [Liktor et al. 2015]. GEARS accelerates exact ray-triangle
intersection tests using a shadow map [Wang et al. 2014]. While
these techniques can produce accurate soft shadows, they are too
costly for many interactive applications.

More practical methods (including ours) build upon percentage-
closer soft shadows [Fernando 2005]. This technique can only get
accurate results under the assumption of a single planar occluder
which is parallel to the planar light source. Per pixel it performs a
blocker search sampling the shadow map to determine the average
depth of occluding geometry. Then the adequate size of the penum-
bra can be estimated by exploiting the planarity assumption. For
a directional light the penumbra size is simply proportional to the
distance between receiver and occluder. Finally percentage-closer
filtering with a corresponding filter size generates the penumbra.
Percentage-closer soft shadows generates plausible results with few
noticeable artifacts but the cost is high due to excessive sampling.
Temporal coherency may be exploited to amortize this cost over
multiple frames [Schwärzler et al. 2013].

Summed-area variance shadow maps [Lauritzen 2007] try to avoid
this sampling using a summed-area table. A summed-area table
[Crow 1984] is a prefiltered representation of a texture where each
texel stores the integral over a rectangle from the left top to its lo-
cation. By sampling a summed-area table at the four corners of an

arbitrary rectangle the integral over this rectangle can be queried
(see Figure 9a). A summed-area table of a variance shadow map
enables filtering with an arbitrary filter size in constant time but the
blocker search still requires sampling.

Variance soft shadow mapping [Yang et al. 2010] accelerates the
blocker search using a heuristic based on a single query to a
summed-area variance shadow map. To improve performance and
quality a hierarchical shadow map identifies the umbra and fully
lit regions early and where appropriate smaller kernels are used to
avoid artifacts. In some cases a fallback to percentage-closer fil-
tering is needed. Convolution soft shadow mapping [Annen et al.
2008a] uses either a summed-area table or mipmaps to filter based
on convolution shadow maps. The blocker search uses a second
set of filterable textures. Exponential soft shadow mapping [Shen
et al. 2013] uses summed-area tables over smaller regions of an ex-
ponential shadow map to avoid catastrophic precision loss. Again
additional textures are needed for the blocker search. The authors
use kernel subdivision to better approximate Gaussian filter kernels.

3.2 Summed Area Tables with Four Moments

Our technique follows the same basic steps as variance soft shadow
mapping. We generate a summed-area table of a moment shadow
map, use it to estimate average blocker depth during the blocker
search, estimate the appropriate filter size and use the summed-area
table to perform the filtering. We first discuss generation of the
summed-area table.

This can be done in much the same way as generation of prefix sums
for prefiltered single scattering (see Section 2.6). We use a compute
shader with one thread per row to generate horizontal prefix sums.
Then a second compute shader takes the result as input and gen-
erates vertical prefix sums thus producing the final summed-area
table. As for single scattering we have not evaluated other schemes.

For small variance shadow maps the precision provided by
summed-area tables with single-precision floating point values can
be sufficient but for moment shadow maps it is generally insuffi-
cient. We instead use 32-bit integers and modular arithmetic be-
cause this allows us to exploit prior knowledge about maximal ker-
nel sizes [Lauritzen 2007].

Suppose that the largest used kernel coversN ∈ N texels (e.g. N =
256 for a 16 · 16 kernel). Moments b1, . . . , b4 initially lie in the
interval [0, 1]. If we multiply them by 232−1

N
and round to integers

afterwards, the sum of moments stored in the largest relevant kernel
is known to lie in {0, . . . , 232 − 1}. Thus, this number can be
represented by a 32-bit unsigned integer. At the same time we still
have a precision of log2

232−1
N

which evaluates to 24 bits for the
above example. This is on par with with single precision floats.

To make use of this we generate such an integer moment shadow
map and generate an integer summed-area table for it. During this
step overflows will occur frequently but they can be safely ignored
because they only subtract multiples of 232. When we query the
summed-area table in a kernel containingN texels or less, we know
that the result has to lie in {0, . . . , 232 − 1} and thus computing it
in integer arithmetic necessarily leads to the correct result.

In practice we initially create the moment shadow map with single
precision floats. This way we do not need to implement a custom
resolve for multisample antialiasing. Conversion to integers hap-
pens on the fly during creation of horizontal prefix sums.



3.3 Blocker Search

For the blocker search we perform a single look-up in the summed-
area table to query four moments for the search region. We then
use these moments and the biased fragment depth to reconstruct a
distribution consisting of three depth values as described in Section
1.2. The inherent assumption of our blocker search is that the re-
sulting distribution

∑3
i=1 wi · δzi is correct. If the filter kernel does

not contain more than two distinct surfaces, this assumption is well-
justified. For three surfaces it is still justified as long as the blocker
search is performed for one of them.

Since this distribution is correct by assumption, we can derive av-
erage blocker depth in analogy to percentage closer soft shadows:∑3

i=2, zi<zf
wi · zi∑3

i=2, zi<zf
wi

However, this formulation is not robust. The divisor is exactly the
shadow intensity computed for the search region. It can be arbitrar-
ily small or even exactly zero. In this case the expression becomes
meaningless. A small shadow intensity implies an unoccluded frag-
ment. For such fragments the blocker search should return z1 = zf
to indicate that a small filter kernel is to be used.

This requirement can be incorporated into the above formula ro-
bustly by setting average blocker depth to

εz1 · z1 +
∑3

i=2, zi<zf
wi · zi

εz1 +
∑3

i=2, zi<zf
wi

where εz1 > 0 is a small constant. Greater values move average
blocker depth towards the receiver slightly thus making shadows
harder. The choice εz1 = 0.01 worked well in all experiments.

3.4 Filtering

Once average blocker depth is available the penumbra estimation
[Fernando 2005] provides an adequate filter size. From this and
the texture coordinate of the fragment within the shadow map we
can compute the left top and right bottom texture coordinates of the
filter region. In general these will not lie in the center of texels.
This necessitates interpolation for our integer summed-area tables.

Conversely to what one might expect it is incorrect to apply bilin-
ear interpolation directly to samples at the four corners of the filter
region because the underlying values of adjacent texels differ by an
unknown multiple of 232. Such problems can be avoided by operat-
ing exceptionally on integrals over regions containing less than N
texels. Figure 9b demonstrates how the filter region can be parti-
tioned into nine such regions. For each of these regions it is safe to
convert the held moments back to floating point values. Then the
results from the individual regions can be summed weighting them
by the area of their intersection with the filter region. This works
reliably but since 4 · 4 · 4 · 32 = 2048 bits need to be loaded per
fragment, the cost is significant (see Section 3.6). As an alternative
we tried randomized dithering but found that the noise is too strong
at hard shadow boundaries.

The filtered moments from the rectangular filter kernel are used as
input to Hamburger moment shadow mapping to compute the final
shadow intensity. Since precision of the moments is high, little
biasing is required. The same value as for moment shadow mapping
with single-precision floats can be used (i.e. α = 5 · 10−6).

BA

C D

A+B+C+DA+C

A+BA

D=(A+B+C+D)+A-(A+B)-(A+C)

(a) Rectangular query (b) Query with interpolation

Figure 9: (9a) Summed-area tables enable computation of the in-
tegral over a rectangle D with four samples. (9b) To compute the
integral over an arbitrary rectangle, we load values of 16 texels and
compute the integrals over the nine shown rectangles.

3.5 Optimization

The most efficient way to optimize the technique is to reduce the
number of texture loads. To avoid the cost of interpolation during
the blocker search, we extend the search region to match the texel
grid. This can lead to slight discontinuities in the soft shadows in
some situations but is easily justified by the considerable speedup.

Another way to avoid texture loads is to skip filtering when the
blocker search reveals that the fragment lies in the fully lit region
or in the umbra. To check this we compute the shadow intensity∑3

i=2, zi<zf
wi from available quantities. If it surpasses a thresh-

old 1 − εu where εu > 0, we assume that the fragment lies in the
umbra. We skip filtering and instead output one for full shadow.
This works robustly using εu = 0.01 and eliminates the need for
texture loads in big connected regions.

In the same way we can skip filtering if the shadow intensity for the
search region is less than or equal to a threshold εl ≥ 0. Unfortu-
nately, this parameter is more problematic. Fine structures casting
shadows over short distances contribute little to a shadow computed
with a kernel as big as the search region. The shadowed fragments
may falsely be classified as fully lit. Whether it is possible to find
an adequate value for εl is scene dependent. Therefore, we do not
use this optimization in our experiments.

3.6 Results and Discussion

We compare moment soft shadow mapping against percentage-
closer soft shadows and a naïve implementation of variance soft
shadow mapping in a forward renderer using a single direc-
tional light. For percentage-closer soft shadows we benefit from
hardware-accelerated 2 · 2 percentage-closer filtering to take four
samples at once in the filtering step. The blocker search loads all
texels in the search region to avoid artifacts for fine structures. Our
implementation of variance soft shadow mapping uses neither a hi-
erarchical shadow map nor kernel subdivision. It is essentially iden-
tical to moment soft shadow mapping but with two instead of four
moments. Thus, we expect it to be faster than the actual technique
but with more artifacts. All techniques skip filtering if the result of
the blocker search allows it. As before timings refer to a Direct3D
11 implementation running on an nVidia GeForce GTX 980.

Figure 10 shows two examples where moment soft shadow map-
ping produces plausible soft shadows. It works well for character
models (Fig. 10a) but also for complex models with many fine de-
tails (Fig. 10b). As expected shadows harden at contact-points with
the occluder.



(a) Sintel, 39k triangles, 1.58 ms (b) Quadbot, 459k triangles, 2.11 ms

Figure 10: Moment soft shadow mapping on two complex models
above a plane. Timings are for full scene rendering at 1920 · 1080
with a 10242 shadow map and 4× multisample antialiasing. Note
that the shadows are contact hardening.

(a) Percentage-closer soft shadows,
15 · 15 search region, 8.08 ms

(b) Naïve variance soft shadow
mapping, interpolated, 1.88 ms

(c) Moment soft shadow mapping,
not interpolated, 2.11 ms

(d) Moment soft shadow mapping,
interpolated, 2.51 ms

Figure 11: A comparison of various techniques for soft shadows
running at 1920 · 1080 with a 10242 shadow map. Timings are for
full scene rendering.

Figure 11 compares all implemented techniques for soft shadows.
Percentage-closer soft shadows (Fig. 11a) generates a good result
but to get an acceptable run time the search region has to be lim-
ited making long-range shadows too hard. For techniques based on
summed-area tables we use a 27 · 27 search region and thus long-
range shadows are as soft as they should be. Our naïve implemen-
tation of variance soft shadow maps produces objectionable light
leaking (Fig. 11b). Note that kernel subdivision would fix this but
at an increased cost. Moment soft shadow mapping without inter-
polation produces visible stripe patterns at hard shadow boundaries
(Fig. 11c). Interpolation eliminates this artifact (Fig. 11d).

Figure 12 demonstrates a failure case with light leaking. The right
boot casts a shadow onto the ground over short range. This area
also receives shadow from the silhouette of the left boot. This sil-
houette becomes visible as bright line when using either variance
or moment shadow maps. However, with moment shadow maps
the effect is quite weak. The high precision in the summed-area
table requires little biasing making moment soft shadow mapping
perform as good as Hamburger moment shadow mapping with sin-
gle precision shadow maps.

(a) Percentage-closer
soft shadows

(b) Naïve variance
soft shadow mapping

(c) Moment soft shadow
mapping

Figure 12: The shadow of Sintel’s boots. Moment soft shadow
mapping can produce light leaking for short-range shadows.

(a) Percentage-closer soft shadows (b) Moment soft shadow mapping

Figure 13: An example of wrong occluder fusion. The hardness of
the contact shadows in the top and bottom magnifiers should be the
same. Both shown techniques exhibit this artifact but light leaking
of moment shadow maps strengthens it.

Another failure case is shown in Figure 13. Like all techniques
based on the framework of percentage-closer soft shadows, moment
soft shadow mapping does not fuse occluders at different depths
correctly. It rather replaces them by a single occluder at the aver-
age occluder depth. Therefore, the short-range shadow of a pillar
becomes soft due to the shadow of the more distant wall (Fig. 13a).
This artifact occurs whenever a kernel contains more than two sur-
faces. Thus it coincides with increased light leaking making the ar-
tifact more noticeable for moment soft shadow mapping (Fig. 13b).
Still shadows are smooth and therefore the artifact is not very dis-
tracting.

Figure 14 provides timings. As usual techniques using filterable
shadow maps have a high cost per texel of the shadow map whereas
percentage-closer soft shadows has a high cost per pixel of the out-
put. Especially the blocker search in percentage-closer soft shad-
ows is costly. Subsampling can accelerate this but introduces ar-
tifacts for fine structures. Even for a 9 · 9 blocker search tech-
niques with filterable shadow maps perform substantially better
than percentage-closer soft shadows at a shadow map resolution of
10242. We also find that the cost of interpolation for moment soft
shadow mapping is significant but not catastrophic. Using a 10242

shadow map at 1920·1080 the cost goes up from 2.7 ms to 3.48 ms.

Overall moment soft shadow mapping should be robust and fast
enough for use in production. Percentage-closer soft shadows
found use in many shipped titles. The only artifact that moment soft
shadow mapping adds is light leaking which is weak due to the little
bias. On the other hand it enables antialiasing of the shadow map
which is particularly important for good results at contact points
(Figure 12) and lifts limitations with regard to the size of the search
region. Besides the dependence of the run time on scene complexity
is reduced making it more predictable. Under realistic assumptions
moment soft shadow mapping is substantially faster.



Figure 14: Frame times for full scene rendering of the scene at the
bottom left. For main scene rendering and for filterable shadow
maps we use 4× multisample antialiasing. Note how the gradi-
ents of the graphs in the two plots indicate the cost per texel of the
shadow map and per pixel of the output, respectively.

4 Translucent Occluders

As our last contribution we use moment shadow mapping for
translucent occluders by simply rendering to a moment shadow map
with alpha blending. In presence of complicated translucent oc-
cluders light leaking increases but for simple scenarios it provides
an adequate solution at almost no cost. We handle neither caustics
nor subsurface scattering and require sorted fragments.

4.1 Related Work

Transmittance from the light to a surface can depend upon the depth
in complex ways when translucent occluders are present. Deep
shadow maps [Lokovic and Veach 2000] approximate this by a
piecewise linear function of depth and compress this representa-
tion. This guarantees a high quality but maps to graphics hardware
poorly. Loosing these guarantees enables an implementation us-
ing bounded memory that maps to graphics hardware better [Salvi
et al. 2010]. To provide a less intricate method opacity shadow
maps sample the function at predefined depths [Kim and Neumann
2001]. Translucent shadow maps [Dachsbacher and Stamminger
2003] provide an image-based solution for subsurface scattering.

Stochastic shadow maps [Enderton et al. 2010] randomly discard
fragments in the shadow map in proportion to their translucency.
Percentage-closer filtering then leads to a translucent shadow with
little noise. This has been extended to colored objects [McGuire
and Enderton 2011].

Fourier opacity mapping [Jansen and Bavoil 2010] introduces the
idea of using filterable shadow maps, namely convolution shadow
maps [Annen et al. 2007]. The authors represent the absorp-
tion function of translucent occluders by a convolution shadow
map. Since absorption can be accumulated additively, no sorting is
needed when generating the convolution shadow map. Translucent
shadow maps [Delalandre et al. 2011] take a similar approach but
represent transmittance by the convolution shadow map and com-
bine their technique with ray marching to render single scattering.

4.2 Moment Shadow Maps for Translucent Occluders

Our approach is like translucent shadow maps in that the moment
shadow map represents transmittance. Representing an absorption

function would require an additional channel for the total absorp-
tion. Besides we want to use a single moment shadow map for
opaque and translucent occluders but opaque occluders correspond
to infinite absorption.

The disadvantage resulting from this choice is that we need to im-
plement a method for order independent transparency when render-
ing to the moment shadow map. We consider this orthogonal to our
contribution and any existing method should work (e.g. stochastic
transparency [Enderton et al. 2010]). In our experiments translu-
cent geometry has been sorted back to front manually.

Given n ∈ N surfaces along a light ray at depths z1 < . . . < zn
with opacities α1, . . . , αn ∈ [0, 1] the amount of light transmit-
ted to depth z is the product of the relevant transmittance factors∏n

j=1, zj<z(1 − αj). The corresponding shadow intensity is the
cumulative probability at z of the distribution

Z :=

n∑
i=1

(
i−1∏
j=1

1− αj

)
· αi · δzi

because at surface i the fractionαi of the remaining light is blocked.
The weights in this sum can also be understood as the visibility
function [Enderton et al. 2010]. Thus, by rendering vectors of
moments (zi, z

2
i , z

3
i , z

4
i )T with any method for order independent

transparency, we get

b :=

n∑
i=1

(
i−1∏
j=1

1− αj

)
· αi · (zi, z2

i , z
3
i , z

4
i )T

which is exactly the vector of moments of the distribution Z.

We now have means to get the exact moments of a distribution of
depth values that correctly models transmittance. Errors are only
introduced when the shadow intensity is underestimated during re-
construction. Note that without loss of generality zn = αn = 1
because we clear the moment shadow map with a corresponding
background color. In consequence total alpha (resp. the zeroth mo-
ment) does not need to be stored because it would always be one.

To implement this technique we need to work around a limitation
of current graphics APIs. The alpha value used for alpha blending
cannot be independent from the values written to RGBA textures.
Thus, we can no longer store moment shadow maps in RGBA tex-
tures. Instead we use two two-channel textures, each with 16 bits
per channel. We render to them as multiple render targets so per-
formance is only mildly reduced. Of course the optimized affine
transform still has to be applied for 16-bit quantization.

Another minor slowdown arises because we can no longer generate
the moment shadow map from a depth buffer. We have to use a
pixel shader to compute the moments zi, z2

i , z
3
i , z

4
i and the opacity

αi. Since the opacity has to be made available, we also may need
to handle materials separately that would otherwise be rendered to
the shadow map together.

4.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 15 shows results of our technique. Throughout the scene
we obtain plausible shadows. In particular the smoke is darker at
the bottom due to self shadowing. The orange pipes, the wall and
the ground all receive partial shadow from the translucent smoke.
Shadows of opaque occluders blend in naturally. Treating translu-
cent occluders as opaque reduces the frame time to 1 ms, so the
overhead for handling the translucency is small. Rendering translu-
cent shadows with variance shadow maps takes 0.71 ms but light
leaking is unacceptable.



Figure 15: A test scene with walls, pipes and smoke (represented
by 15 translucent, textured planes). Rendering takes 1.13 ms at
1920 · 1080 with a 10242 moment shadow map. Note how every-
thing casts shadow onto everything and how translucent occluders
lead to partial shadow.

(a) Light leaking on the ground (b) Volumetric light leaking

Figure 16: Close-ups showing two kinds of light leaking.

Figure 16 highlights failure cases. Since translucent occluders
cause partial shadow over large areas, they can also contribute to
the complexity of depth distributions in large areas. Therefore,
light leaking is no longer restricted to the silhouettes of objects (Fig.
16a). Approximation errors of partial shadows depend on the com-
plexity of depth distributions within the kernel. Thus silhouettes
of opaque occluders (e.g. the blue pipe) effect partial shadows at
locations closer to the light leading to erroneous stripes (Fig. 16b).

In spite of these approximation errors moment shadow maps for
translucent occluders should prove sufficient for many applications.
The low overhead makes them particularly attractive. Ringing,
which is an issue for Fourier opacity maps and translucent shadow
maps, cannot occur. No filtering is needed to avoid noise, which
is an advantage over stochastic shadow maps. The technique can
be extended to colored, translucent occluders by using one moment
shadow map per color channel.

5 Conclusions

We have transferred moment shadow mapping to three new appli-
cations and all three benefited. Prefiltered single scattering with
six moments can produce noise-free, antialiased and plausible sin-
gle scattering efficiently. Moment soft shadow mapping creates re-
sults that are very similar to those of percentage-closer soft shad-
ows but large blocker search regions barely effect the run time. For
translucent occluders we obtain plausible shadows with little ef-
fort in terms of implementation and run time. The three techniques
work together naturally with a single moment shadow map as input.

All these techniques scale favorably to high output resolutions but
less favorably to large shadow maps. Though, antialiasing ap-
plied to moment shadow maps generally reduces the need for high

shadow map resolutions. Their scaling behavior makes the tech-
niques especially attractive for 4K rendering and virtual reality but
even at 1920 · 1080 the run time is often better compared to tech-
niques based on common shadow maps.

With our work we hope to establish moments as a standard tool
in graphics. They provide a generic way to compress, filter and
reconstruct one-dimensional distributions. This can be useful for
more than just shadows. For example, trigonometric moments have
recently been used for transient imaging [Peters et al. 2015]. We
are looking forward to future applications in all fields of graphics.
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